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Abstract: Based on the sealing mechanism of the reciprocating seal, the inverse-hydrodynamic-
lubrication (IHL) method was adopted in this study to solve the Reynolds equation, and a multi-field
coupled reciprocating seal mixed lubrication numerical model was established. Considering seals
used for aircraft actuators as an example, we obtained sealing performance parameters such as leakage
and friction at different oil pressures, reciprocating speeds, and temperatures. According to the actual
situation, the influence of different working condition parameters on the sealing performance of
the reciprocating seal system were analyzed. A reciprocating seal test bench was designed and
built, and the friction data for the reciprocating seal system under different working conditions
were experimentally obtained. Through a comparative analysis of experimental data and theoretical
numerical results, the numerical model and calculation results for reciprocating seal mixed lubrication
were verified.

Keywords: reciprocating seal; mixed lubrication; inverse-hydrodynamic-lubrication method;
friction force

1. Introduction

Seals are essential to a wide range of mechanical systems, and seal structure and
performance are thus key to the operation, performance, and service life of mechanical
equipment [1]. Seal failure can directly affect the efficiency of the whole machine and lead
to significant economic losses and even serious accidents [2]. A reciprocating seal is a
complex system, and any component failure in the system can cause seal failure. Research
on reciprocating seals has involved various disciplines, such as fluid mechanics, solid
mechanics, contact mechanics, thermodynamics, materials science, and surface physical
chemistry. In recent years, combined seals have been widely used in the field of engineering
technology because of their excellent performance [3]. Combined seals are usually com-
posed of seals with different structures and properties; therefore, there are many factors
that affect their sealing performance. Maximizing this performance has recently become a
research hotspot [4–7].

Research on reciprocating seals started before the Second World War [4,8]. Gronau [9]
studied reciprocating seals in the early 1930s, and Denny [10,11] conducted experimental
research on various flexible packing seals and revealed the sealing mechanism of recipro-
cating seals, in which sealing is achieved through the radial holding force of the sealing
ring on the piston rod. The conclusions of this research profoundly impacted reciprocating
seal research. Müller [12] studied the influencing factors of friction and leakage and ad-
dressed the nonlinear relationship between the leakage of a reciprocating seal system and
oil pressure. This study made key contributions to research on the sealing mechanism of
reciprocating seals. Ishiwata and Kambayashi [13] were the first to propose combining the
leakage of the reciprocating seal system and its lubrication characteristics. Dowson and
Swales [14] proposed an electrohydrodynamic lubrication method for reciprocating seals,
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which they used to conclude that applying a small initial load can allow the reciprocating
seal ring to achieve a sealing effect. They also concluded that the dynamic pressure effect
at the entrance and exit of the sealing interface plays an important role in the reciprocating
seal. Theyse [15] proposed a reverse fluid dynamic pressure theory and showed that the
leakage and friction of a reciprocating seal system can be reduced by controlling oil film
pressure distribution. These studies were based on the theory of reverse fluid dynamic
pressure. Field and Nau [16] analyzed the elastohydrodynamic lubrication of reciprocating
seals using an iterative solution of the elastic equation and Reynolds equation; however,
this method presents instabilities. Nikas [17] used modified inverse fluid dynamics solution
method theory in the study of reciprocating and rotating seals.

Dowson and Swales [18] calculated and predicted the oil film thickness of the recip-
rocating seal interface through theoretical analysis and illustrated that the oil flow was
different during the instroke and outstroke of the reciprocating sealing system. They also
showed that an oil leak from the outstroke could be returned to the hydraulic cylinder
during the instroke. Field and Nau [19,20] studied rectangular rings and determined values
for parameters such as friction and leakage in a reciprocating seal system, enhancing our
understanding of the reciprocating seal mechanism. Field and Nau [16] revealed the cause
of leakage in a reciprocating sealing system by studying the variation of the maximum
oil film thickness and friction in the system during reciprocating sealing and for different
strokes. Researchers later used many of their determined parameters to quantify and
establish theoretical models.

At the end of the 20th century, with the development of computer technology and the
improvement of numerical calculation methods, researchers began to use a combination
of computer simulation and experimental research to establish corresponding numerical
simulation models and to study the sealing mechanism [21]. Yang [22–25] established
corresponding numerical simulation models for hydraulic reciprocating sealing systems
with different structures. Fatu [26] established a numerical simulation model for the
reciprocating seal of a Y-shaped seal ring and discussed the influence of the seal ring
models for different materials on the reciprocating seal system.

Theoretical research in the past two decades has mainly focused on establishing a
numerical simulation model for the reciprocating sealing system, which provides important
guidance for the optimal design of sealing products. Researchers used ANSYS, ABAQUS,
and other finite element analysis software to model and simulate sealing rings. Using such
software can significantly reduce the research time, cost, and optimization time required for
the design of a reciprocating sealing system and can also optimize the sealing performance
of the reciprocating sealing system [27]. Researchers employed finite element analysis to
obtain the contact pressure distribution of the reciprocating seal lip and thus developed
many numerical calculation models for the reciprocating seal. Two key methods include the
direct method to solve the Reynolds equation (EHL) and the inverse method to solve the
Reynolds equation (IHL). Salant et al. [25] established a numerical model for the lubrication
of reciprocating seals by solving the Reynolds equation in a forward direction (as shown in
Figure 1). The established model considered the influence of rough peaks and concluded
that the lubricating oil at the reciprocating seal interface has a mixed lubrication state,
and the surface roughness of the seal ring has a considerable influence on system leakage.
Because there is lubricating oil at the interface of the reciprocating seal, the theory of
full-film lubrication is unsuitable for reciprocating seals under certain working conditions.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the numerical model established.

In the inverse method, assuming that the oil film pressure distribution is known,
the Reynolds equation is solved inversely to calculate the oil film thickness distribution,
friction, leakage, and other performance parameters of the reciprocating seal system. In
1990, Kanters et al. [28] solved the Reynolds equation inversely to calculate the oil film
thickness distribution of a reciprocating rectangular ring. Finite element software was
used to calculate the contact pressure distribution of the rectangular ring lip in the seal
contact area. It was assumed that the pressure distribution was equal to the oil film
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pressure to obtain the oil film thickness contact area at any position in the seal. Fatu and
Hajjam [26] then improved the basis of the numerical model established by Kanters. A
friction coefficient and the influence of fluid shear stress on the seal were added to the model.
Nikas and Sayles [29–31] conducted a detailed numerical simulation study on a rectangular
ring and a modified solution of the Reynolds equation inversely. Crudu and Fatu [32]
and Bhaumik et al. [33] compared numerical calculation results with the experimentally
measured friction force. They concluded that when the oil film thickness of a system
sealing interface is greater than the surface roughness of the piston rod, and less than that
of the sealing ring lip, the numerical model results agree with those of the experiment.
Therefore, when the lip surface roughness is extremely small, peak roughness is flattened
as a result of the high oil pressure, and the key function of the lubricating mechanism is
invalidated. In the past, the inverse method for solving the Reynolds equation mainly
involved a consideration of the full oil film lubrication condition. However, when the
oil film is particularly thin, the mixed lubrication condition should be considered. The
influence of the reciprocating seal ring lip peak on both the oil film lubrication sealing
mechanism and the system sealing performance cannot be ignored.

Wang et al. [34] established a finite element analysis model for the Gyld Ring using
finite element analysis software. The contact pressure distribution law of the sealing surface
under different compression ratios and pressures was analyzed to determine the easy failure
position of the Gyld Ring. Han et al. [35] established a toothed slip ring seal model using
the finite element method, and analyzed the effects of initial compression ratio, medium
pressure, and slip ring tooth thickness on the sealing performance of toothed slip ring seals.
Yi et al. [36] studied the effect of material hardness on combined seal structure performance
at high pressures, summarized geometric O-ring deformation under different material
hardness conditions, and studied the distribution law for maximum contact stress and von
Mises stress for the main contact surface. Wang et al. [37] used the numerical method to
establish a mixed lubrication model. The influence of roughness and reciprocating speed
on the sealing performance of a dynamic reciprocating seal, such as friction, leakage, and
oil film thickness, was studied, and the hydraulic reciprocating sealing mechanism was
revealed. Qin et al. [38] carried out simulation and experimental research on the sealing
performance of PEEK rotary sealing rings. The research results are helpful in the discussion
of the sealing mechanism of expanding ring type rotary sealing rings and for guiding the
design of new sealing rings.

At present, the main problems to be addressed are as follows:

(1) The established numerical simulation model for lubrication of a reciprocating seal
must be improved.

(2) When solving theoretical models, few solutions combine EHL and IHL Reynolds
equation methods. In addition, there are few studies on sealing performance under
high-pressure conditions. Research on reciprocating sealing systems is mostly limited
to the field of mechanics, and there are few studies that have combined force and
thermal analysis. Therefore, the influence of temperature on the sealing performance
of a reciprocating seal system must be investigated, and a hybrid lubrication model of
the sealing ring should be established.

(3) Theoretical research is rarely combined with experimental verification, and the calcu-
lation results of numerical models are rarely verified with actual experiments. Many
theoretical models have not been experimentally verified, and many experimental
methods have not been guided by theory. Therefore, their results should be considered
contingent on theoretical or experimental verification.

Owing to the multi-field coupling characteristics of the reciprocating sealing system
and the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of rubber and plastic materials,
the working mechanism of a reciprocating sealing ring is complex and highly dependent
on environment [1]. Considering the actual working conditions, this study involved the
selection of a step seal for research and analysis, combining the EHL and IHL methods. A
research method was adopted that combines theoretical analysis, numerical simulation,
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and experimental measurement to achieve the predetermined goal. The reciprocating
seal mixed lubrication numerical model is established based on these two methods. The
proposed model was experimentally verified, and it can be used to quickly and accurately
calculate the friction and leakage in the reciprocating sealing system. The proposed model
is suitable for application to most rubber–plastic reciprocating sealing systems.

2. Numerical Model of Mixed Lubrication

The reciprocating sealing system is composed of a sealing ring, piston rod, and a
lubricating medium; therefore, the system’s sealing performance is jointly determined by
these three components. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the contact area of the
reciprocating seal lip. The reciprocating sealing system includes the following four physical
factors: a solid field, fluid field, micro contact force field, and temperature field.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the reciprocating seal contact area.

We propose the following assumptions and simplifications:

(1) To study the sealing performance of the seal under steady-state conditions, the tran-
sient effects and viscoelastic factors of the seal material may be ignored.

(2) Assuming that the surface of the piston rod is completely smooth, the empirical
friction coefficient must be selected to calculate the rough peak friction force between
the piston rod and the sealing ring.

(3) The geometric model of the reciprocating seal is axisymmetric.
(4) Assuming that there is enough oil on the air side of the lip of the seal ring, the oil flow

rate during the instroke can be calculated.
(5) The fluid in the contact area is assumed to be a Newtonian fluid, and the material of

the sealing ring is simulated by a nonlinear elastic material model.

2.1. Reciprocating Seal Mixed Lubrication Model

Figure 3 shows the structure of the proposed reciprocating sealing system, which is
mainly composed of a hydraulic cylinder, a piston rod, and a sealing ring. When the piston
rod and hydraulic cylinder are relatively stationary, the oil in the hydraulic cylinder can be
enclosed in the cylinder by a sealing ring. When the piston rod reciprocates relative to the
hydraulic cylinder, the oil in the oil cylinder forms a thin oil film in the sealing interface
with the movement of the piston rod and is removed from the cylinder by the piston rod,
causing leakage.
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As a commonly used combination seal ring (as shown in Figure 4), a step seal has
a compact structure, good sealing performance, and long service life. It is often used
in various mechanical structures. The experiments in this study are conducted on the
step seal, where the material of the D-ring is nitrile rubber and that of the step ring is
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).
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2.2. Fluid Mechanics Analysis

According to the aforementioned simplifications and assumptions when using the
established model, the IHL method may be used to obtain the oil film thickness distribution
in the seal contact area. A simple one-dimensional Reynolds equation (Equation (1)) is
used to explain the lubrication characteristics of the seal contact area.

∂

∂x

(
h3

η

∂p
∂x

)
= 6U

∂h
∂x

(1)

In the formula, p is the oil film pressure in the seal contact zone, Pa·s; h is the thickness
of the oil film in the sealed contact area, m; U is the reciprocating speed of the piston rod,
m/s; and η is the viscosity of the lubricating oil. Generally, because the thickness of the
oil film in the seal contact area is less than 1 µm, its influence on the radial deformation
of the seal ring is negligible relative to the amount of interference (100 µm in the order
of magnitude) during interference installation. According to this assumption, the contact
pressure distribution of the sealing lip obtained by the finite element simulation analysis is
equal to the oil film pressure distribution generated by the fluid. Therefore, according to
IHL, the oil film thickness, h, can be obtained inversely using Equation (1).

The outstroke is defined as when the piston rod moves out of the hydraulic cylinder,
and the instroke is defined as when the piston rod moves into the hydraulic cylinder.
During outstroke, after integrating both sides of Equation (1), it may be rewritten as:

h3 dp
dx
− 6ηu(h− h∗o ) = 0 (2)

In the formula, ho is the film thickness at the point of maximum pressure during
outstroke, m.

Assuming that dp
dx is known, the oil film thickness h(x) can be obtained, and differenti-

ating both sides of Equation (2) gives:

h3 d2 p
dx2 +

dh
dx

(
3h2 dp

dx
− 6ηu

)
= 0 (3)

Due to the difference between instroke and outstroke, the thickness of the oil film
is also different at different strokes. The thicknesses of the oil film during instroke and
outstroke are as follows:

hi =
1
2

h∗i =
1
3

hA =

√
2
9
× ηui

ωA
(4)

ho =
1
2

h∗o =
1
3

hE =

√
2
9
× ηuo

ωE
(5)
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In the formula, ωA =
(

dp
dx

)
A

, ωE =
(

dp
dx

)
E

, and A and E are the maximum pressure
gradient points during instroke and outstroke, respectively; hi and ho are oil film thickness
during instroke and outstroke, m; and h∗i is film thickness at maximum oil film pressure
during instroke, m.

Therefore, the net leakage of a reciprocating piston rod stroke is:

Q = πdL(ho − hi) = πdL

√
2η

9

(√
uo

ωA
−
√

ui
ωE

)
(6)

2.3. Contact Mechanics Analysis

According to the theory of mixed lubrication, when the oil film thickness of the seal
contact area is less than or equal to 3 multiplied by the root mean square roughness (h ≤ 3σ),
the two contact surfaces must have peak surface roughness contact, and rough peak contact
stress is generated, which affects the normal deformation of the sealing lip and generates
friction. This study used the Greenwood–Williamson (G–W) contact model to calculate the
contact stress between the seal ring and the piston rod.

The G–W model simplifies the actual surface roughness peaks using a rough surface
and an absolutely smooth surface to replace the actual rough peak contact problem of
the two surfaces. We assumed that the roughness peaks and surface roughness peaks
comprise a regular hemisphere with a radius, R. Because the wave trough does not touch
the plane, it is filled with a straight line. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the
contact between the rough peaks of the contour ball and the smooth surface; h represents
the film thickness, yS represents the distance between the average centerline of the actual
surface and the average centerline of the wave crest, z represents the distance from the top
of the rough peak to the average midline of the crest, d represents the distance between the
smooth surface and the average center line of the crest, and ωS represents the amount of
deformation of the rough peak. Therefore, the contact area, Ae, and the contact pressure,
pc, between a smooth and rough surface can be expressed as:

Ae = πηAnRS

∫ ∞

d
Γ(z)(z− d)dz (7)

pc =
F

An
=

4
3

ρR1/2
S E′

∫ ∞

d
Γ(z)(z− d)3/2dz (8)

where Γ(z) is the probability density function of the crest, F is the total contact load, ρ is
the rough peak density on the nominal contact area, An, and E′ is the equivalent elastic
modulus of the two surfaces. In this article, assuming that the material property of the
piston rod is a rigid body, then:

Γ(z) =
1√
2πσ

e
−z2

2σ2
S (9)

E′ =
E

1− υ2 (10)

where σS is the standard deviation of the wave crest and E and υ are the elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratio of the stepped ring material, respectively.
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Equations (7) and (8) show that the contact area, Ae, and contact stress, pc, are functions
of the distance, d, between the smooth surface and the average center line of the wave crest,
as shown in Figure 4:

d = h− yS (11)

Hence, we can acquire:

Ae = πηAnRS

∫ ∞

h−ys

1√
2πσS

e
−z2

2σ2
S (z− h + ys)dz (12)

pc =
4
3

ρR1/2
S

E
1− υ2

∫ ∞

h−ys

1√
2πσS

e
−z2

2σ2
S (z− h + yS)

3/2dz (13)

Owing to the rough peak contact on the contact surface, the frictional shear stress
between the sealing ring lip and piston rod is:

τf = f · pc (14)

where f is the empirical friction coefficient and pc is the rough peak contact stress.

2.4. Solid Mechanics Analysis

Considering the aviation seal as an example, finite element analysis of the reciprocating
seal structure was performed using ABAQUS software, and a finite element model was
established, as shown in Figure 6. The coefficients of friction between the D-ring and the
sealing groove, between the stepped ring and the piston rod, between the stepped ring and
the sealing groove, and between the D-ring and the stepped ring were set to be 0.5, 0.3, 0.3,
and 0.8, respectively. In finite element analysis, the interference installation process of the
step seal can be simulated by changing the displacements of the step seal, the piston rod,
and the sealing groove. Boundary conditions were defined, and an analysis step was added
for the interference fit process. First, the D-ring was pre-compressed, and the D-ring was
moved to the right by 0.3 mm in the X direction. Second, the pre-compression of the D-ring
was cancelled, the sealing groove was positioned, and the sealing groove was moved to
the left in the X direction by 0.3 mm. Finally, the piston rod was positioned, and the piston
rod was moved horizontally to the right by 0.375 mm in the X direction, completing the
interference installation.
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Figure 6. Von Mises stress cloud diagram after installation.

Excessive stress and strain values could cause a failure of the sealing ring. There-
fore, the extent to which the sealing ring is prone to failure may be determined through
calculating and analyzing the maximum stress and strain of the sealing ring during the
reciprocating sealing process and its location. When the contact pressure of the lip reaches
a certain value, it can ensure that the seal does not leak. A larger lip contact width enhances
the reciprocating sealing performance of the step seal.

After calculating the contact pressure distribution of the lip, the method of inversely
solving the Reynolds equation can be used to obtain the oil film thickness distribution in
the contact area of the lip. Furthermore, the friction force between the step seal and the
piston rod, and the leakage of the reciprocating sealing system, can be calculated. The
contact pressure distribution of the stepped ring lip of the step seal under different oil
pressures is calculated, providing data for the subsequent numerical model calculations.
The calculated seal lip contact pressure is shown in Figure 7.
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2.5. Thermal Analysis

The temperature distribution of the lubricating oil film is a key factor affecting the
lubrication performance of the sealing system. Temperature variations change the viscosity
of the lubricating oil, affecting the pressure distribution and carrying capacity of the oil film.
The change of temperature changes the oil viscosity, which affect the oil film pressure, oil
film thickness, system friction, and system leakage of the reciprocating seal. The changes
in these parameters have a significant impact on the sealing performance and life of the
reciprocating sealing system. The temperature change of the reciprocating seal gap affects
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the oil film pressure distribution and bearing capacity of the oil film of the reciprocating seal
gap [39]. Oil drop viscosity drops rapidly with increasing temperature, and the secondary
tangent, 1

η
dη
dT , of the two changes has a polynomial form (where η is the viscosity of the oil

and T is the temperature).
The effect of environmental temperature on oil viscosity is considerably more impor-

tant than that of microscopic conditions. Therefore, in this study, the influence of ambient
temperature on oil viscosity is considered, and oil viscosity is calculated using the Reynolds
viscosity-temperature equation (Equation (15)), which provides parameters for subsequent
numerical calculations.

η = η0e−β(T−T0) (15)

where η0 and η are the oil viscosity at temperatures T0 and T, respectively, and β is the
viscosity–temperature coefficient, which can be approximately taken as 0.03/◦C.

2.6. Calculation Process

Combining fluid mechanics, contact mechanics, solid mechanics, and thermal analyses,
the entire calculation process for the proposed reciprocating seal mixed lubrication model
can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8.
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3. Reciprocating Sealing Bench Test
3.1. Reciprocating Seal Mixed Lubrication Model

The structure of the test bench is shown in Figure 9, and consists of components such
as hydraulic cylinders, piston rods, tested seals, and tension and compression sensors.
To eliminate interfering factors such as inertial force and gravity, the test bench is placed
horizontally. The piston rod is fixed during the experiment, and the hydraulic station allows
the hydraulic cylinder to reciprocate on a fixed track [40]. The hydraulic cylinder receives
oil from the hydraulic station to reach the experimental oil pressure, and the pressure is
measured with the tension and pressure sensor installed at one end of the piston.
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Figure 9. Schematic of experimental bench structure.

Seals 1 and 2 in the reciprocating sealing test bench are both steady seals and are
installed symmetrically. When the hydraulic cylinder moves in the horizontal direction,
the friction force between the two seals and the piston rod can be measured by the tension
and pressure sensor at one end of the piston rod. A picture of the experimental platform is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Physical picture of the hydraulic cylinder of the reciprocating sealing experiment bench.

A heavy-duty shaft stepped ring GMSS, purchased from the Sealing Research Institute
of Guangzhou Mechanical Science Research Institute Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China was
used for the reciprocating sealing bench experiment. The purchased sealing rings were all
step seals, and their structure is shown in Figure 4. The material of the Sterling D-ring was
nitrile rubber, and the material of the step ring was PTFE filled with glass fiber and MoS2
(the filling ratio was approximately 15%). According to practical experience, commonly
used actuator piston rod materials were selected for these experiments. The base material
of the piston rod used in this experiment was stainless steel, and the coating material on
the outside of the piston rod was chromium (Cr). No. 15 aviation oil was used as the
lubricant. The range of the tension and compression sensors was 0~200 kg, the sensitivity
was 1.0~2.0 mv/V, the nonlinearity was ±0.1% F.S, the repeatability error was ±0.1% F.S,
and the operating temperature range was −20~70 ◦C.

3.2. Experimental Operation

The experimental procedure was as follows:

1. Turn on the main power supply of the test bench and turn on the high-pressure supply
and pressure hydraulic and drive hydraulic stations.

2. Set the direction of the hydraulic cylinder approaching the pressure sensor as the
instroke and the direction of the hydraulic cylinder moving away from the pressure
sensor as the outstroke.
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3. Set the oil pressure. Obtain the experimental hydraulic cylinder oil pressure by
adjusting the pressure from the hydraulic station.

4. Set the reciprocating speed. Obtain the experimental reciprocating speed of the
driving hydraulic cylinder by adjusting the drive hydraulic station.

5. Set the oil temperature. Set and control the oil temperature by adjusting the tem-
perature of the oil supply hydraulic station. Set the oil temperature to 20, 40, and
100 ◦C.

6. Set the number of reciprocations of the experiment and turn on the automatic mode
to conduct the experiment and record the experimental data.

Considering the step seal for aviation actuators as an example, the material of the
D-ring was nitrile rubber, and the step ring material was PTFE with MoS2 and glass fiber.
The working environment was at a high pressure of 35 MPa and a speed of 500 mm/s.
In this experiment, the oil pressure was set to 10, 20, 30, and 35 MPa, the reciprocating
speed was set to 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 mm/s, and the number of reciprocating times
in each experiment was set to 300. According to the different experimental oil pressures
and reciprocating speeds, twenty sets of experiments were conducted.

4. Results
4.1. Calculation Results of Numerical Model

MATLAB software was used to implement the mixed lubrication model of the recipro-
cating seal. The main initial parameters input by the program are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Program initial parameters.

Parameter Name Numerical Value

Elastic Modulus 297 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.45

Oil Viscosity (20 ◦C) 9 × 10−8 MPa·s
Friction Coefficient 0.08

Piston Rod Diameter 50 mm

The leakage and friction of the instroke and outstroke under different oil pressures and
different reciprocating speeds were obtained using MATLAB; the reverse pumping rate is
defined as the flow difference between the instroke and the outstroke, and opposite to the
leakage. Equation (16) is the calculation formula used to obtain the reverse pumping rate.
When the reverse pumping rate is greater than zero, the reciprocating seal structure has
an excess pumping capacity and good sealing performance. Conversely, when the reverse
pumping rate is less than zero, the sealing performance is poor and there is liquid leakage.

∆Q = Qin −Qout (16)

In the formula, ∆Q is the reverse pumping rate, L/h; Qin and Qout are the oil flow
through the sealing interface during the instroke and outstroke of the reciprocating seal
system, L/h.

The reverse pumping rate and friction were calculated according to the material
parameters used in the experiment.

4.1.1. Reverse Pumping Rate

The oil flow through the sealing interface during instroke and outstroke flow can be
obtained from the aforementioned calculations. Considering an oil temperature of 20 ◦C,
oil pressures of 10, 20, 30, and 35 MPa, and reciprocating speeds between 100 and 500
mm/s as examples, the instroke and outstroke flows are shown in Figure 11. Figure 12
shows the reverse pumping rate.
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Figure 12. Reverse pumping rate variation.

Using an oil pressure of 35 MPa and a reciprocating speed of 500 mm/s as an example,
and setting the oil temperature to −60, −40, 20 (calculated above), 40, and 100 ◦C, we
calculated the reverse pumping rate and compared and analyzed the results.

Table 2 lists the instroke and outstroke flow and the reverse pump rate at
different temperatures.

Table 2. Oil flow and reverse pumping rate of instroke and outstroke at different temperatures (L/h).

Temperature −60 ◦C −40 ◦C 20 ◦C 40 ◦C 100 ◦C

Instroke flow 0.06278 0.03150 0.01181 0.005625 0.003425
Outstroke flow 0.06259 0.03142 0.01176 0.005579 0.003382

Reverse pumping rate 1.9 × 10−4 8.0 × 10−5 5.0 × 10−5 4.6 × 10−5 4.3 × 10−5

4.1.2. Friction

The results for friction with varying pressures shown in Figure 13 indicate that the
frictional force of the reciprocating seal system is proportional to the oil pressure and
inversely proportional to the speed.
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Figure 14 shows the calculated friction law for the instroke and outstroke of the
proposed reciprocating seal system at different temperatures.
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4.2. Experimental Results

Figure 15 shows the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated data for
average friction force with changes in oil pressure and speed. The oil pressure was set as
10, 20, 30, and 35 MPa, and the reciprocating speed as 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 mm/s.
Figure 15a shows the experimentally measured friction force at different oil pressures
and speeds, and Figure 15b shows the theoretical calculated friction force at different oil
pressures and speeds.
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The temperature of the oil was set and controlled by adjusting and setting the high-
pressure oil supply hydraulic station. As the experimental device designed and built in
this study can only be used to heat the oil (the oil temperature cannot be lower than room
temperature), the oil temperature was only set to 40 and 100 ◦C, the oil pressure was
set to 35 MPa, and the reciprocating speed was set to 500 mm/s when performing the
reciprocating seal bench tests and recording the experimental data.

5. Discussions
5.1. Reverse Pumping Rate

Figure 11 shows that, at an equal reciprocating speed, the instroke and outstroke
flow rates are inversely proportional to the oil pressure. Under an equal oil pressure, the
instroke and outstroke flows are proportional to the speed. This is because oil flow rate is
proportional to oil film thickness, and the film thickness of the seal contact area is inversely
proportional to oil pressure and proportional to speed.

Figure 12 shows that the reverse pumping rate is always greater than zero under
different oil pressures and speeds. This implies that the sealing structure of the reciprocating
seal has a good sealing performance at 20 ◦C and does not easily leak.

The calculation results show that the flow rate of the instroke flow is always greater
than that of the outstroke flow; therefore, the reverse pumping rate is always greater than
zero. As the temperature increases, the viscosity of the oil decreases, and the thickness of
the oil film decreases. The trends of instroke and outstroke flow with temperature are the
same as that of oil viscosity with temperature. The reverse pumping rate decreases as the
temperature rises, but it is always greater than zero. These results indicate that the sealing
system presents a good sealing performance at −60–100 ◦C.

5.2. Friction

Under the same oil pressure and reciprocating speed, the friction of outstroke flow
is greater than that of instroke flow. In Figure 13, the calculation shows that when the oil
pressure is high (30 and 35 MPa), the friction force of the outstroke flow is approximately
11% greater than that of the instroke flow. When the oil pressure is minimized and the
reciprocating speed is maximized, the friction is minimized at 161.1 and 372.1 N for
instroke and outstroke flows, respectively. When the oil pressure is maximized and the
reciprocating speed minimized, the friction is maximized at 666.9 and 752.3 N for the
instroke and outstroke flows, respectively.
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Figure 14 shows that the friction force during outstroke flow is always greater than that
of the instroke flow. At temperatures between −60 and −40 ◦C, the friction force decreases
rapidly as the oil temperature rises, after which, the friction force decreases slowly. The
minimum friction force is calculated at 20 ◦C, after which the friction force increases slowly
with increasing oil temperature. As system friction is the sum of the rough peak contact
friction and the oil viscous friction force, the rough peak contact friction and oil viscous
friction are to be analyzed.

Figure 16 shows that the rough peak contact friction is directly proportional to the oil
temperature, and the oil viscous friction is inversely proportional to the oil temperature.
This is because the increase in oil temperature reduces the viscosity of the oil and the
thickness of the oil film, which leads to an increase in rough peak contact pressure and
a decrease in oil film pressure. When the oil temperature is less than 0 ◦C, the friction of
the system mainly depends on the viscous friction of the oil, because at low temperatures,
the thickness of the oil film in the seal contact area increases, and the contact area of the
surface roughness peak decreases. Hence, the oil viscous friction is greater than the rough
peak contact friction. When the oil temperature is greater than 0 ◦C, the thickness of the oil
film decreases, and the contact area of the surface roughness peak increases. The friction
of the system mainly depends on the rough peak contact friction. Friction increases with
oil temperature, following a similar trend to that of rough peak contact friction, while
oil viscous friction is more sensitive to temperature. Therefore, as temperature rises, the
decrease in oil viscous friction has a greater influence on the seal system. According to the
above analysis, the proposed sealing system can ensure good sealing performance for oil
temperatures between −40 ◦C and 100 ◦C.
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(a) Instroke; (b) Outstroke.

Figure 15 shows that the average experimental friction force is directly proportional to
the oil pressure and inversely proportional to the reciprocating speed. The experimental
data and theoretical calculations are consistent, with only a slight error. This error is caused
by the processing of the experimental table and part installation. Moreover, in terms of
the theory, assumptions and simplifications were made in both the establishment of the
reciprocating seal mixed lubrication model and derivation of the Reynolds equation in the
fluid theory analysis, such as ignoring transient effects, inertial force, and the viscoelasticity
of the seal ring materials.

Figure 17 shows the variation in relative error between the experimental measurements
and theoretical calculation values with oil pressure and reciprocating speed. When the oil
pressure is 10 MPa and the reciprocating speed is 100 mm/s, the relative error is maximized
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at 19.91%. As the oil pressure and reciprocating speed increase, the relative error falls
below 10%.
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Figure 18 shows a comparison of the experimental data and the theoretical calculation
in terms of the average friction force when the experimental oil temperature is 20 ◦C, the
oil pressure is 35 MPa, and the reciprocating speed is 500 mm/s. The theoretical calculation
results are consistent with the experimental friction measurements, and the relative errors
are small. The correctness of the proposed theoretical calculation method is therefore
verified by the reciprocating seal bench experiment.
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average friction with oil pressure; (b) Variation of average friction with speed.

Table 3 lists the average friction obtained from experimental measurements and
theoretical calculations at oil temperatures of 20, 40, and 100 ◦C under the same working
conditions.
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Table 3. Experimental and theoretical data of average friction force.

Temperature 20 ◦C 40 ◦C 100 ◦C

Theoretical calculation of average friction (N) 290.0 312.8 388.6
Experimental measurement of average friction (N) 306.4 322.9 394.5

Relative errors 5.64% 3.23% 1.51%

Figure 19 shows a comparison chart of experimental measurements and theoretical
calculations. When the oil temperature is 20–100 ◦C, the theoretical calculation results are
consistent with the experimental friction measurement results, and the relative error is
small. The relative errors corresponding to 20 ◦C, 40 ◦C, and 100 ◦C are 5.64%, 3.23%, and
1.51%, respectively, which also verifies the correctness of the theoretical calculation method.
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6. Conclusions

(1) Based on the sealing mechanism of the reciprocating seal, EHL and IHL methods
were used to solve the Reynolds equation, and a reciprocating seal mixed lubrication
model was established based on the hydrodynamic analysis of the lubricating oil,
contact mechanics analysis of the seal contact area, solid mechanics analysis of the
seal lip, and thermal analysis of the oil temperature.

(2) The reverse pumping rate (leakage) and friction force of reciprocating sealing were
calculated at different temperatures. The correctness of the theoretical model was
experimentally verified using a reciprocating seal bench, and a relatively complete
reciprocating sealing system theory was devised.

(3) Oil film stress decreases with increasing temperature, the rough peak stress increases
with increasing temperature, and the oil film thickness decreases rapidly with in-
creasing temperature owing to the viscosity–temperature effect. The flow rate of
the instroke is always greater than the outer stroke, and the reverse pumping rate is
always greater than zero, i.e., the leakage is less than zero. When the oil temperature
is less than 0 ◦C, the friction in the system mainly depends on the viscous friction of
the oil. However, when the oil temperature is greater than 0 ◦C, the friction in the
system mainly depends on the contact friction of the rough peak, and the increase in
the contact friction of the rough peak leads to a greater increase in system friction.

(4) The hydraulic station used in the experiment is only able to heat the oil; therefore, the
parameters for oil temperatures between −60 and 0 ◦C were not tested and verified
experimentally in this study. However, low temperature has a significant influence
on sealing performance, and the processing optimization and experimental testing
of the experimental equipment will be the subject of future work. In addition, the
reliability testing, predictive maintenance, and intelligent sealing of reciprocating
seals are future development trends. It is crucial to address these factors to reduce the
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occurrence of catastrophic accidents. At present, there are few studies in these areas,
and these are in the preliminary stages; therefore, further research into these factors
is required.
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